2020 Live Webinars:
Summary

This year, due to Covid-19 restrictions, we held 3
webinars in place of our annual “Voice of the Child”
conference. These took place from 26th - 30th
October 2020 and explored the theme of domestic
abuse.
The FJYPB members hosted the webinars via Zoom. The three webinars were:
 Covid-19 and Domestic Abuse: The Impact on Children and Young People;
 Domestic Abuse: The Effects and Impact on Children and Young People;
 Domestic Abuse: The Family Court’s Responsibilities for Children and Young People
Approximately 70 to 80 people attended each webinar with representatives from across
the family justice sector.
Our goal was to bring together the key professionals in the world of family justice to focus
on the impact of domestic abuse on children and young people who are involved in family
law proceedings.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Powerful and emotive ‘In My Shoes’ from FJYPB members who shared their personal
experiences of domestic abuse.
• Interactive Mentimeter polls and surveys displayed an on-screen visual representation of
the comments and responses from attendees.
• Workshops to hold key discussions.
• Recorded messages from Sir Andrew McFarlane, President of the Family Division; Vicky
Ford MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Children and Families at the
Department for Education; Alex Chalk MP Parliamentary Secretary of State for the Ministry
of Justice and Jacky Tiotto, Cafcass Chief Executive.

WEBINARS
Webinar 1:
Covid-19 and Domestic Abuse: The Impact on Children and Young People
Exploring the impact of Covid-19 on children and young people experiencing domestic abuse and the
response of services and professionals who support them during this time.

Webinar 2:
Domestic abuse: The effects and impact on children and young people.
Understanding the short-term and long-term effects of domestic abuse and how professionals and services
reduce the impact on children and young people within family law proceedings.

Webinar 3:
Domestic Abuse: The family court’s responsibilities for children and young people.
Reflecting upon the Harm Panel report. Reviewing the responsibilities of professionals working with children
and young people who have experienced domestic abuse in family court proceedings.

Summaries of all three Voice of the Child 2020 webinars are available on the FJYPB webpage.

FEEDBACK
We are very proud to have achieved this year’s Voice of the Child via three live webinars. This is not
something that we have formally done before and from our experience and the feedback from those who
attended we can confidently say we did an excellent job.
Each of the Webinars and workshops were awarded a 5-star rating
from our attendees who said they would recommend them to their
colleagues and teams.
Attendees were asked which of our presentations they found most useful. Overwhelmingly they responded
with the ‘In My Shoes’ from FJYPB members who shared their personal experiences of domestic abuse.
We asked attendees to share their views of the webinar they attended; some comments included:
“You did a superb job…what an incredibly professional webinar…honestly, it’s probably the best one
I’ve ever attended.”
“These young people are amazing! Getting us thinking and committing to do more and then to be asked
to come back and say what we have done!!! Well done to all for arranging such a great conference.”
“This is the most powerful training I have been to for some time, it can't be easy to put together and
share personal experiences but is incredibly valuable. Thank you.”

FEEDBACK FROM FJYPB MEMBERS:

“It was a great idea to go ahead with the VOTC via Zoom, I am glad we did it”.

“I think the VOTC Live Webinars went really well and it was great to be able to see
everyone’s reactions and comments to the individual presentations”.

“I think that the In My Shoes had just as much impact via Zoom as they usually do
when presented live”.

“It was a great event and I am so glad we did it, doing three live webinars was hard
but they were so good, and our key messages were strong, they came across really
well.”

IMPACT
The webinars highlighted the key issues raised by us, the FJYPB, on domestic abuse. The attendees were
able to discuss the challenges that children, young people, families and services face when supporting those
experiencing domestic abuse.
We asked the attendees: “What is one thing you will do differently following the webinar to take forward
the voice of the child in their work you do?” Here are some of their comments:
“Be more creative in gathering young people's views and be mindful that they may be saying
something different to what they actually want - behaviour is key.”
“Discuss with other members of my team creative ways to regularly ascertain the views of children and
young people in respect to the arrangements for them to sustain meaningful and safe family time with
important people.”
“Encourage practitioners to consider support for children post proceedings to ensure they feel safe and
introduce some level of ongoing review as required. Fantastic event!!!!!
More of these webinars please, it was fantastic and helped reflection.”
“Signpost young people to services where they can access support.”
“Make sure our information to children when we meet for the first time is crystal clear about what to
do if you live with violence.”

KEY MESSAGES FROM OUR SPEAKERS
• Vicky Ford MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Children and Families at the Department
for Education emphasised that children should be regarded as victims of domestic abuse during her
video message.
• Sir Andrew McFarlane, President of the Family Division described the insight and contributions of
FJYPB members as ‘invaluable’ in the ongoing improvement of the Family Justice system.
• Alex Chalk MP, Parliamentary Secretary of State for the Ministry of Justice presented by video. He
thanked the FJYPB for their input to the Integrated Domestic Abuse Court pilot and assured them
that the voice of the child would be recognised within improvements being made to the family courts
in England and Wales.
• Cafcass Chief Executive, Jacky Tiotto, also provided a video message to the third webinar. She shared
Cafcass response to the harm panel report and what actions they have taken.

LEARNING
The use of Zoom and hosting live webinars was a new task for us. We do believe that we produced an
excellent training event. However, we did find some areas we think we needed to improve on:
• Some PowerPoint slides on the pre-recorded videos that were shared via Zoom were unclear on the
screens of attendees. We resolved this issue for Webinars 2 and 3 by presenting live.
• Something for us to consider for our future events is to ensure that our presentations and discussions
also reflect upon the positive work undertaken by professionals within family courts as well as the
changes that are needed.
“As the information is aimed at professionals working within the private/public law process, it might be
nice to put things in perspective at the end and talk about how often we do get things right for children,
that is what helps us to keep being enthusiastic about our jobs”

• We had an overwhelming response to the webinars, however, not all those given a place attended
on the day. We are going to amend the process for future webinars to ensure those offered a place
confirm their attendance. We will also ensure places are confirmed well in advance.
• We had a few participants in workshops who kept their videos off and did not participate. We will
ensure for the next webinars we give clear instructions about our expectations.

NEXT STEPS
• The FJYPB to review and consider our achievements from the webinars and learning for future events
at our December board meeting.
• Attendees to be contacted in January and to be asked what one thing they have taken forward as
learning from the webinars.
• To produce an online training tool based on the webinars by 31st January 2021.
• To run the webinars again in February 2021.
• Begin planning for the “Voice of the Child” conference 2021. We will plan to host the event as
webinars if the COVID-19 restrictions are still in place.

Check us out at: www.cafacss/fjypb.co.uk
Contact us at: fjypb@cafcass.gov.uk

